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Abstract

There are discussions in various countries about whether and to what degree the ability
to retrieve wastes might be built into geological repositories for long lived radioactive waste.
It is generally accepted that repositories should be designed so that retrieval will never be
necessary on safety grounds. Nevertheless, reasons for retrieval have been put forward. The
ways in which retrievability might be built into geological repositories and various expected
impacts of such actions are briefly discussed in this paper. A preliminary comparison of some
notional geological disposal strategies with varying degrees of retrievability is proposed. The
comparison is qualitative because at present there are few detailed designs for geological
repositories with retrievability and few assessments of the safety and other aspects of such
repositories. The comparison has the aims of highlighting those factors that differ most from
one strategy to another and identifying which of these factors require further assessment in
order to make more complete and quantitative comparisons. The framework used for the
preliminary comparison is that of a multi-attribute analysis, such as might be employed in an
environmental impact assessment (EIA). This type of framework is chosen because it would
be used in many countries to aid decisions between disposal options or strategies. The
framework encompasses radiological and nuclear safety factors but goes well beyond these
and includes a number of factors that are not quantifiable in the technical sense. However,
consideration of such factors is considered important because they can have a significant
impact on decision-making. The groups of factors are: radiological, nuclear safety and
financial (quantifiable factors); non-radiological environmental impacts (partially quantifiable
factors); non-quantifiable attributes (such as ethical and societal factors).

1. INTRODUCTION

There are discussions in various countries about whether and to what degree the ability
to retrieve wastes might be built into radioactive waste repositories located in stable
geological environments at various depths below the surface. It is generally accepted that
repositories should be designed so that retrieval will never be necessary on safety grounds.
Nevertheless, various reasons have been put forward as to why there could be advantages in
building in retrievability.
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The ways in which retrievability might be built into deep geological repositories for
long lived wastes, and in other repositories in rock cavities located some tens of meters below
the surface, and various expected impacts of such actions are briefly discussed in this paper. A
preliminary comparison of some notional disposal strategies with varying degrees of
retrievability is proposed. The comparison was carried out for two purposes: to clarify
thinking on this topic and to assist IAEA to identify areas where further work is needed.
Throughout the comparison, it is assumed that only retrievability provisions that do not
compromise the long term, or short term, safety of a repository, should be contemplated.

In some concepts for repositories with retrievability it is envisaged that there will be a
period when waste emplacement has been completed but repository closure is postponed.
Some of the issues which arise in comparing these concepts to the traditional one of repository
closure immediately after the end of waste emplacement are similar to the issues in the storage
versus disposal debate. The paper therefore begins with a brief discussion of storage and
disposal.

In a number of countries, a debate is going on over whether indefinite storage or
disposal in suitable geological environments should be the preferred option for the
management of long lived radioactive waste. In the IAEA terminology, the principal
difference between storage and disposal is one of intent:

• storage is emplacement above or below ground with the intention of retrieving the
waste at sometime in the future, in order to implement another, yet to be defined,
management option; and

• disposal is emplacement with no intention of retrieving the waste, although retrieval is
usually technically possible.

With this terminology, disposal is intended to be permanent and to be the concluding
step of waste management, whilst storage is intended to be temporary and only an

mediate stage in waste management [11.intermediate stage in waste management [1].

Both disposal and storage can involve surveillance and monitoring. However, it is a
traditionally accepted requirement of geological disposal that the safety of a repository after it
has been closed must not rely on continued surveillance and monitoring. In contrast, the
continued safety of storage does rely on surveillance and monitoring and on maintenance of
facilities and their equipment.

For the majority of the scientific and technical community, and for parts of the public,
the difference in intention between storage and disposal is enough to enable them to make a
choice. On ethical grounds and owing to a lack of confidence in the longevity of human
institutions, these people favour a measure that is intended to be permanent over one that is
intended to be temporary.

For other groups and individuals the decision between storage and disposal is not so
clear cut. They see storage as a means of preserving flexibility for future generations to search
for a better permanent solution to the waste management problem than is available now.

Arguments related to sustainability and the principle of not imposing undue burdens on
future generations are used on both sides. Those who favour disposal point out that once a
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repository is sealed and institutional controls are withdrawn there is no requirement for future
generations to do anything, and hence no burden on them. For these people disposal is the
only "sustainable" option in the long term [2]. Some of those who favour indefinite storage
feel that performing a permanent and final step, such as closing a repository, commits future
generations to the solution chosen by the present one, and this will be a burden if better
solutions are subsequently found. In their view it is reasonable to impose the burdens
associated with storage (continued surveillance, monitoring and maintenance) if these are
necessary in order to provide freedom of choice [1,2].

A radical view is that geological disposal, as presently conceived, is at best unproven
and at worst flawed. Those who hold this view claim that only indefinite storage is
"sustainable". Probably the most extreme view is held by those who wish waste to remain
where it can be seen because they feel that this is essential to ensure that its dangers are never
forgotten [3].

It can be seen from the above that the main issues in the storage versus disposal debate
are not technical in nature. Rather they are philosophical, social and political. This is
inevitable given the principal difference between the two options, i.e. one is intended to be
temporary and the other permanent. The difference also means that it is not possible to carry
out a full scientific and technical comparison between the two options. The most that could be
achieved would be a partial comparison, for example covering the health, safety,
environmental and financial aspects of disposal and storage. For these reasons this paper does
not attempt to compare disposal with storage, but limits itself to a preliminary discussion of
the aspects requiring consideration in order to assess the implications of different degrees of
retrievability in disposal options.

2. COMPARISONS OF DISPOSAL STRATEGIES

In this section a preliminary comparison of disposal strategies with varying degrees of
retrievability is carried out. The comparison is qualitative because at present there are few
detailed designs for long lived waste repositories with retrievability and few assessments of
the safety and other aspects of such repositories [4]. The comparison has the aims of
highlighting those factors that differ most from one strategy to another and identifying which
of these factors require further assessment in order to make more complete and quantitative
comparisons.

2.1. Comparison framework

The framework used for the preliminary comparison is that of a multi-attribute analysis,
such as might be employed in an environmental impact assessment (ElA). This type of
framework is chosen because it would be used in many countries in Europe and North
America to aid decisions between disposal options or strategies. The framework encompasses
radiological and nuclear safety factors but goes well beyond these and includes a number of
factors that are not quantifiable in the technical sense [5]. It is important to consider such
factors because they can dominate decision-making.
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The groups of factors are:

• radiological, nuclear safety and financial (quantifiable factors);
• non-radiological environmental impact (partially quantifiable factors); and
• non-quantifiable attributes.

Each of the groups of factors is considered for the period up to including repository
closure (here called the pre-closure and closure period) and then for the post-closure period.

The strategies compared span a spectrum of disposal concepts. At one end of the
spectrum is the traditional geological disposal concept, in which most repository engineered
barriers (EBs) are emplaced during its operation, the remaining EBs are emplaced at closure,
and no provisions are made for waste retrieval prior to or after closure. At the other end of the
spectrum is a strategy in which all activities related to closure of the repository are postponed.
In this case no repository EBs (e.g. backfill) are emplaced during repository operation, so that
the waste packages remain readily retrievable until the decision is taken to close the
repository. In addition, the repository has provisions to make waste retrieval after closure
easier than in the traditional concept. For the purposes of the comparison it is assumed that the
repository is designed so that closure could occur up to many decades after the end of waste
emplacement. Between these two extremes are three strategies with more retrievability than
the traditional concept but less than that of the postponed closure concept with post-closure
retrieval provisions. It is important to recognise that not all the strategies will be technically
feasible in all types of host rock.

All the strategies are assumed to meet current standards for pre- and post-closure
radiological and nuclear safety, and other requirements for human safety and limitation of
environmental impacts. The strategies are ranked relative to each other on the basis of each
factor, using a scale of 1 (lowest rank, i.e. worst) to 5 (highest rank, i.e. best). It is emphasised
that for some factors the absolute difference between the lowest and highest ranked strategies,
while still to be determined by quantitative assessments, can be anticipated to be small.

It is assumed throughout the comparison that waste retrieval does not actually occur, i.e.
that the repository and its contents behave as intended, and that no other developments occur
that would make retrieval desirable. Consideration of the health, safety and other aspects of
retrieval in a comparison is discussed in Section 2.5.

2.2. Comparison based on quantifiable factors

2.2.1. Pre-closure and closure period

The main radiological factors considered are occupational exposure, public exposure
and radiological impacts on organisms other than man (flora and fauna). For occupational
exposure both routine and accidental situations are included, because both of these types of
exposure may differ from one strategy to another. For public exposure only accidental
situations need to be considered because the routine exposures of the public will be mostly
those arising from waste transport to the repository, and these are low and common to all
strategies. Similarly, there could only be significant exposures of organisms other than
humans as a result of accidents prior to and during closure. For all three factors, it is the
length of time before emplacement of EBs that discriminates between strategies.
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Also included under radiological factors are monitoring requirements and the length of
time for which institutional controls would be needed at the repository site. The monitoring
requirements are greatest for the postponed closure case, because here it is part of the concept
to monitor throughout the time before closure, both to gather additional data and to check that
retrieval is not required. Similarly, the institutional control period will be longest for the
postponed closure strategy.

The one nuclear safety factor included is safeguards requirements. These depend on
both the disposal strategy and the type of waste to be placed in the repository [6]. The
safeguards requirements will be greater for spent fuel than for vitrified reprocessing waste.
The most stringent safeguards requirements will be longest for the postponed closure
strategies.

The two financial factors considered are total undiscounted cost, and the period of time
over which funding needs to be guaranteed. Both are likely to be lowest for the traditional,
early closure strategy and highest for postponed closure. Discounted costs are not considered
because, with the discount rates currently used by most governments, they do not discriminate
between strategies.

Table I summarises the comparison of strategies based on radiological, nuclear safety
and financial factors for the pre-closure and closure period. It can be seen from the table that
there are qualitative differences between the strategies. This is an interesting result but is of
limited value for decisions between strategies. For choosing a strategy, quantitative
assessments of the various factors would be required, so that judgements could be made as to
whether the differences between strategies are significant.

2.2.2 Post-closure period

All repositories will be designed so that their radiological impact post-closure meets the
appropriate standards, and so that there are no institutional control or monitoring requirements
post-closure, and no costs. Differences in post-closure impacts may occur as a result of delays
in emplacement of EBs, the postponement of closure and the nature of EBs. However, at the
present time, there are not enough assessments of the various strategies to enable statements to
be made as to whether these differences in impacts could be significant. Similarly, post-
closure safeguards requirements have not been worked out in enough detail to assess
quantitatively their potential impacts on the different strategies.

2.3. Non-radiological environmental impacts

2.3.1 Pre-closure and closure period

The non-radiological factors that would typically be included in an EIA and which are
relevant to the comparison of disposal strategies during repository pre-closure and closure
periods are:

• local employment near the repository site (jobs created or maintained);
• conventional safety of workers {e.g. likelihood of accidents underground during

repository construction and operation);
• effects of routine and accidental releases of non-radioactive materials (toxic chemicals)

on public health;
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to
o TABLE I. COMPARISON OF WASTE DISPOSAL STRATEGIES BASED ON RADIOLOGICAL, NUCLEAR SAFETY

AND FINANCIAL FACTORS IN THE PRE-CLOSURE AND CLOSURE PERIOD

Strategy

Postponed closure, no emplacement
of repository EBs before closure,
provisions for post-closure retrieval

Postponed closure, no emplacement
of repository EBs before closure, no
provisions for post-closure retrieval

Incomplete/reversible emplacement
of repository EBs prior to closure,
provisions for post-closure retrieval

EBs all emplaced prior to closure,
with post-closure retrieval
provisions

EBs all emplaced prior to closure,
without retrieval provisions
(traditional concept)

Occupational
exposure

routine

1

1

3

5

5

accidents

1

1

3

5

5

Public
exposure

(accidents)

1

1

3

5

5

Exposure of
flora and

fauna
(accidents)

1

1

3

5

5

Institutional
control
period

1

1

3

5

5

Monitoring
requirements

1

1

3

.5

5

Safeguards
requirements

1

1

3

5

5

Total
financial

cost

1

1

3

5

5

Period
over which

funding
required

1

1

3

5

5

Note: The strategies are ranked relative to each other on the basis of each factor, using a scale of 1 (lowest rank, i.e. worst) to 5 (highest rank, i.e. best). It is emphasised that
for many of these factors the absolute difference between the lowest and highest ranked strategies is likely to be very small.



• effects of routine and accidental releases of non-radioactive materials (toxic chemicals)
on flora and fauna;

• use of resources (e.g. to make EBs);
• land-take (surface area that cannot be used for other purposes due to the presence of the

repository);
• traffic pollution (local and global effects); and
• visual impact.

Of these only employment, conventional worker safety and land-take are likely to
discriminate between strategies. The way in which they might do so is shown in Table II. It is
assumed in the table that employment and worker safety depend on the length of time for
which the repository is open. It is also assumed that land-take is greater for postponed closure
strategies because the repository "footprint" is larger (e.g. the spacing between waste packages
is greater, to facilitate retrieval), and access to the entire footprint area is restricted pre-
closure.

As in Table I, there are qualitative differences between strategies and quantification
would help to determine whether these differences are significant. It seems likely, however,
that differences in employment, worker safety and land-take would be less important in
decisions between strategies than differences in other, quantifiable and non-quantifiable,
factors.

TABLE II. COMPARISON OF STRATEGIES BASED ON PRE-CLOSURE NON-
RADIOLOGICAL ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS

Strategy

Postponed closure, no emplacement
of repository EBs before closure,
provisions for post-closure retrieval

Postponed closure, no emplacement
of repository EBs before closure, no
provisions for post-closure retrieval

Incomplete/reversible emplacement
of repository EBs prior to closure,
provisions for post-closure retrieval

EBs all emplaced prior to closure,
with post-closure retrieval
provisions

EBs all emplaced prior to closure,
without retrieval provisions
(traditional concept)

Employment

5

5

3

1

1

Worker safety
(conventional)

1

1

3

5

5

Land-take

1

1

3

4

5

Note: The strategies are ranked relative to each other on the basis of each factor, using a scale of 1 (lowest rank, i.e. worst) to
5 (highest rank, i.e. best). It is emphasised that for some factors the absolute difference between the lowest and highest
ranked strategies will be very small.
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2.3.2. Post-closure period

The two factors identified here that are relevant to the post-closure period are the effects
of releases of non-radioactive materials on human health and the effects of these releases on
flora and fauna. As is the case with post-closure radiological impacts (see Section 2.2.2), any
repository will be designed so that such releases are within accepted standards, and at the
present stage of assessment it is not possible to discriminate between strategies on the basis of
the possible magnitude of releases and their potential effects.

2.4. Non-quantifiable attributes

Some of the factors in the "non-quantifiable" category are essentially those that led to
the emphasis currently being placed on retrievability in a number of countries. Other factors
are concerned with the perceived disadvantages of retrievability. For the pre-closure period
the factors are:

• freedom of choice for future generations;
• degree of control over emplaced wastes;
• stability to societal breakdown;
• need to transfer knowledge to future generations;
• burden of length of time for future R&D; and
• social and political burden of decision-making.

After closure only the second of these factors applies to an extent that would allow
discrimination to be made between strategies. The strategies with provisions for post-closure
retrieval can be said to have a greater degree of post-closure control because it is easier to
intervene and retrieve the waste. A preliminary comparison of strategies on the basis of non-
quantifiable factors might thus be as shown in Table III.

The comparison indicates that if equal weight were to be placed on each of the factors
then the differences between strategies might not be very substantial. On the other hand a high
weight for a factor such as freedom of choice would favour the postponed closure strategies,
while a high weight for stability to societal breakdown would favour early closure.

2.5. Retrieval

The ease with which retrieval may be accomplished will vary from one strategy to
another, and hence so will the exposures of the workers who do the retrieval and the financial
cost of the retrieval operation. A distinction also needs to be made between retrieval prior to
repository closure and retrieval post-closure. These factors are relevant to a comparison of
strategies and are, in principle, quantifiable, although few studies have yet attempted this
quantification. Furthermore, to include them in a comparison it is necessary to give some
consideration to how likely it is that retrieval will occur.

Various reasons can be conceived that might lead to a decision to retrieve the waste
from a repository, either before or after closure. Opinions will differ on the probability of
retrieval. It is doubtful whether these differences of opinion can be resolved but they could be
represented in a comparison by assigning a range of probabilities to retrieval before and after
repository closure, or by placing a range of weights on the occupational exposure and costs of
retrieval.
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2.6. Aggregating factors and involving stakeholders

The comparison outlined above is very preliminary and qualitative and is appropriate
only as a basis for further discussion. To carry out more comprehensive comparisons it is
necessary to make systematic assessments of the quantifiable factors and to find means of
assessing the non-quantifiable factors. In the latter case, and for aggregation of quantifiable
and non-quantifiable factors, the involvement of a wide range of "stakeholders" should be
considered [1]. This might be achieved by including representatives from various sections of
society in the team carrying out the comparison, or by presenting the comparison to such
representatives for review and comment.

TABLE III. COMPARISON OF STRATEGIES BASED ON NON-QUANTIFIABLE
FACTORS

Strategy

Postponed closure,
no emplacement of
repository EBs
before closure,
provisions for post-
closure retrieval

Postponed closure,
no emplacement of
repository EBs
before closure, no
provisions for post-
closure retrieval

Incomplete/reversib
le emplacement of
repository EBs
prior to closure,
provisions for post-
closure retrieval

EBs all emplaced
prior to closure,
with post-closure
retrieval provisions

EBs all emplaced
prior to closure,
without retrieval
provisions
(traditional
concept)

Freedom
of choice

pre-closure

5

5

3

1

1

Degree of
control

pre-closure

5

5

3

1

1

Stability to
societal

breakdown
pre-closure

1

1

3

5

5

Burden of
transfer of
knowledge
pre-closure

1

1

3

5

5

Decision-
making burden

pre-closure

1

1

3

5

5

Time for
more R&D
pre-closure

5

5

3

1

1

Degree of
control
post-

closure

5

1

5

5

1

Note: The strategies are ranked relative to each other on the basis of each factor, using a scale of 1 (lowest rank, i.e.
worst) to 5 (highest rank, i.e. best).It is emphasised that for some factors the absolute difference between the lowest and
highest ranked strategies may be very small.
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3. CONCLUSIONS

The previous discussion suggests that there are a number of areas in which further work
is required before the implications of building various degrees of retrievability into geological
or rock cavity repositories for radioactive wastes could be assessed fully. These areas are as
follows.

i) Technical studies are needed to determine, in detail, for several types of host rock, the
pre-closure and post-closure retrieval provisions that could be incorporated in
repositories without compromising long term or operational safety.

ii) Assessments are required of the pre-closure and post-closure radiological impacts of a
number of repository concepts with differing degrees of retrievability built in. Particular
attention should be paid to assessing the impacts on the public and the environment,
prior to repository closure, of accidental scenarios initiated by a variety of disruptive
events and failures of societal control, and the impacts on workers of routine and
accident situations. It would also be useful to assess the potential exposures to workers
in the event that retrieval were carried out before or after repository closure.

iii) Further work is needed to define safeguards requirements for repositories for various
types of long lived waste containing fissile materials, for both the pre-closure and post-
closure periods.

iv) Information is required on the relative costs of repositories with differing provisions for
retrieval before and after closure. Again the information would be needed for
repositories in various types of host rock. It would also be useful to assess the costs of
retrieval operations.

v) It is important to investigate methods for assessing the non-quantifiable aspects of
retrievability and for comparing repository concepts on the basis of both quantifiable
and non-quantifiable factors. Means to include a wide range of "stakeholders" in the
comparison process need also to be addressed.

In the absence of the work outlined above it is difficult to reach informed decisions,
accepted by many sections of society, about whether retrievability can and should be built into
geological repositories of various types in various host rocks, and, if so, about the precise
retrievability provisions to be made.
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QUESTIONS (Q), COMMENTS (C) & ANSWERS (A) AFTER THE PRESENTATION

C: I agree very much about what you are saying, but I am also observing — in any way in our
case in Sweden - that we see that our purpose is to dispose with no intention to retrieve it, but
with the possibility for retrieval, if needed. For us, the actual retrieval has a low probability.
This is important from the point of view how you optimise your system, because a lot of what
you are talking about here is how to create a good balance between the various options. The
issue is that if you are optimising your system on a low probability event it is not sure that you
get an optimised system for the other (high) probability event, which is leaving it in the
repository. I think it is important to have this basis, that retrieval is naturally only a low
probability event, and that you should not optimise your system on the basis of retrievability.

A: I think what you say is a very useful and important consideration and we will have to find a
way to factor it in, in some way. I do not know which impact it will give, but certainly we
cannot forget that it is a low probability event.

C: Presentations on the first day of this seminar said that if you develop a disposal system and
you only look at safety elements and you only look at feasibility elements you automatically
come to a system which has intrinsic retrievability elements. I do not see the use of theoretical
simplifications which are not meant to be seen in reality.

A: The schematics I showed should be considered as examples to illustrate the proposed
method. There was discussion if it made any sense to have five options if three options would
have been sufficient for this purpose, or we could even think about a lot more options. So you
can play with these different strategies, with different levels of detail, but I think that as far as
illustrating the proposed approach, this is clearly not particularly important because then you
can actually choose the strategy that is best suitable for your particular case. If you, for
example, are dealing with a clay formation such as in the Belgian programme, and you are
considering a number of alternatives, then of course you replace the generic options with your
options, and apply the methods to the alternatives that you are considering in your case.

C: I would like to come back to what was just said in the latest comment. I think this is a very
important point. What I have gathered from the last two days of this seminar is, that there is a
lot of work going in the direction of trying to de-dramatizise this whole discussion about
retrievability, not only by using very extreme or simplistic examples in terms of strategy. But
I cannot quite see how you get to the ranking on some of the points.

A: We are saying that you have to quantify and, when you are discussing options, you must be
able to tell the audience exactly what are the impacts of these alternative choices, what do they
mean in terms of risk, what do they mean in terms of cost. So we have to put some numbers in
this table before we can come up with rational decisions, this is the main point we are trying
to make.
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C: I think the whole value of such tables is to show up some trends and I was very unhappy
with numbers 5, 3 and 1. For instance, if you say that you have a prolonged pre-closure period,
there will be a positive impact on the employment of the population. This is true, there will be
somebody employed a bit longer than before. But that is a small effect with regards to the
whole problem and therefore it should only be used to show in what direction some indicators
are going. The incremental values are normally very small with regard to the absolute value.

A: It is obvious that some of these factors will have some weight and others will be pretty
irrelevant. As far as the cost is concerned, for example, and if we have good estimates, there
will be a significant factor. The risk might also show significant differences, but many of the
others, we imagine, will be very minor and probably the difference between options will be
rather insignificant.

C: In the Wellenberg business, we are thinking in terms of 5% higher costs for getting
acceptance for one hundred percent of the project. This 5% might be very high in absolute
figures, but corresponds to small money — totally irrelevant — if you are thinking in terms of
a detailed decision to build and to implement or not to implement.

Q: Do you think that, in the long run, you envision some decision making tool coming from
this, or is it just a thing for guidance? You spoke about alternatives, comparing one alternative
to another. In public fora now there is a big move to be able to compare alternatives and
agencies are being encouraged or even mandated to provide alternatives.

A: This is basically a suggestion that if you want to put the discussion on rational grounds you
have to come up with some quantitative estimates of what the impacts are. I would not like to
push this much further at this time. The Agency is not going to be in a decision at making role
in this. This will be a national decision so the member states will have to decide on their own.
They will have to assess if this methodology can be of any help in making decisions, but if the
Agency can be of help in promoting a discussion and developing a consensus in this, then of
course that would be a useful role.

Q: You do not see it ever getting to the point of becoming guidelines?

A: I do not think that I would like to guess at this time. If it happens, it is very far in the
future.

Chair: A document like this cannot, I believe, be a guideline. That would have to be a
document of a different type. The guidelines are recommendations with "should"-statements
and they should be tied into higher ranking documents which provide the requirements in firm
"shalF'-statements. This document is more of a technical kind and, as such, it should not be
taken as a "quantitative" document but rather as a "qualitative" document. It contains some —
if I may use the words of Anna Hiett's paper — "gut-feelings" also about retrievability and
common-sense. It could give some perspective but it is by no means quantitative. Quantitative
examinations can only be done on a given case. You need a site, you need an engineering
concept, or alternatives for concepts so that you can compare the costs of the various
alternatives.
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